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Five reasons why partnering with
businesslife makes perfect sense...
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The magazine is distributed both in the
Channel Islands and across the City,
so your business can reach a national
and international audience

Our website and daily
email can help your
business access a
global market
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Advertisers are regularly
asked for comment in our
editorial features, letting you
demonstrate your expertise
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Our ‘special editions’ provide
clearly targeted advertising
opportunities

Advertorials give you more ways
of getting your message across
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What is businesslife?
JUNE/JULY 2020

GLOBAL BUSINESS: A VIEW FROM THE CHANNEL ISLANDS

BUSINESSLIFE

Businesslife is a Channel-Islands based, quarterly business and
lifestyle magazine that is distributed widely in Jersey/Guernsey and
London and across the UK. It aims to reflect the thoughts, vision,
intellect and excellence of business professionals locally and acts
as a forum to send that message globally. Since its launch in 2009,
however, it has become much more than that.

• Public/private partnerships
• Virtual leadership
• Future of work
• Surveillance economy

BUSINESSLIFE

Seeing
the light

We run three ‘special editions’ during the year which focus on the
Channel Islands relationship with the City, Middle East and Asia. For
every issue, we provide advertisers with a detailed forward features
list two months in advance, which allows them to take advantage of
targeted advertising opportunities.

Business leaders
turn their attention
to the new world

ISSUE 68 JUNE/JULY 2020

Running alongside the magazine is the blglobal website, which not
only acts as an archive for all print copy, but is recognised as being the
most up-to-date online resource for Channel Islands business news.
Advertising opportunities are available on all of these platforms.

Making succession

Online

individuals, annual reports and so on.
“And then 10 years later, we started
to see something similar in the wealth
space. Again, they’ve always run themselves
– it’s clear who’s in charge, it’s usually a
matriarch or a patriarch – but suddenly
there was a desire to write this down,
to codify it.”
He continues: “They’re essentially
saying: here’s a set of rules – we all need to
not only abide by them but also understand
why they are there.
“More and more families are buying into
this idea, because they’ve witnessed what
bad communication can do to their wealth.
It can erode and ultimately destroy it.”

A success

The days when family governance related solely to the running
of businesses are behind us. Instead, there’s been a stark
shift towards the management of wider wealth – including a
focus on vision and values – and the recent crisis has fuelled
profound thinking around intergenerational collective purpose
Interview
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Fund structures

Fund structures
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Why does that relationship between
London and the Channel Islands continue
to be so important to the structure and the
sector in general?
The relationship is enormously important
and it’s growing all the time. We see it as
a business (with purpose), but you can
extrapolate what we’re seeing into the

www.blglobal.co.uk

The

interview
Stuart Foster

LanD of
opportunity
Channel Islands fund regimes promise speed to market,
robust regulation and straightforward banking common
law. With their focus on real estate, private equity, debt
and infrastructure asset specialisms, the uncertain
regulatory and political landscape is creating
opportunities in Jersey, Guernsey and beyond

JOINING THE COLLECTIVE
The Channel Islands have historically
been a popular location for inward
investment into the UK, both from
non-UK entities and from UK entities
joining forces in club-like funds.
Philip Hendy, Head of Real
Estate at Intertrust, says the

THE JAPANESE WORD ‘Ikigai’, pronounced
ick-ee-guy, roughly translates to ‘reason
for being’. Essentially, it is what gets
someone out of bed in the morning, their
passion or calling.
jurisdiction offers excellent opportunities
Establishing individual Ikigai –
for such collective schemes. understanding what it is that truly drives
“Many pension funds want exposure to
what we do – is taxing enough and can
certain kinds of property assets, but some
take years of gruelling self-examination.
of them come in fairly large monetary
But that task is multiplied exponentially
sizes,” he says. “Even if you’re a large
when it comes to a collective family
company, you probably don’t want to put
purpose. Suddenly, stewardship becomes
millions of pounds into a single asset.
less about developing a modus operandi
“If you join forces with lots of other
and more about rumination.
pension funds, you can collectively own
More and more high-net-worth
parts of these types of properties.
families are being drawn to this idea of
an agreed set of principles that guide their
joint behaviour and shape the future of
their dynasty and, while it’s growing in
popularity, it’s not a new phenomenon.
Richard Joynt, Executive Director –
Private Client, at Ocorian, believes its
foundations can be traced back to the
business world.
“In the 1980s and 90s, we saw almost
a growing-up of corporates,” he explains.
“Companies have always had governance;
they’ve always organised themselves and
decided who is in charge. But a few decades
ago, a more commonplace model came into
play – for example, around the separate
roles of the chairman and the CEO,
audit committees that report into these
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Culture club

VALUE OF VALUES
When it comes to family governance,
what exactly are we referring to when we
talk about values?
Fleming explains: “‘Duty’ can seem like
a very old-fashioned word, but for many
members of multi-generational families
with traditional assets or businesses, duty is
actually a very positive, powerful influence
on their lives. And for me, your duties

www.blglobal.co.uk
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• family wealth
• fintech • esports
• real estate
• crowdfunding

How to build, manage and
measure culture in your business
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How did your role at RBS evolve to where
you are today?
I stayed in investment banking roles for
around eight years – which obviously took
us up to a very interesting time for RBS,
with the financial crash and all the fallout
that came with that. In 2008, I joined
the UK corporate bank, as I passionately

RBSI is UK-centred, with its HQ in Jersey,
and serves Europe with both offshore
and onshore offerings. Tell us why that
structure works.
One of our USPs is that we are in all of
the right places. It’s clear that our Lux/Lon
funds are growing, so we needed to be in
those regions – and that’s proving to be a
shrewd move at this stage.
We need to be in London because that’s
where many of the fund managers – the
decision-makers – are, while Luxembourg
continues to develop rapidly as a centre
point for the funds world in the EU.
And we absolutely still need to be in
Jersey and Guernsey because that’s where
a huge amount of the infrastructure, clients
and intermediaries continue to reside. The
islands are obviously hugely important. But
so are London and Luxembourg.
But, while all of our clients are spread
across all these different places, our
proposition is that you should be able to
pick up the phone from anywhere and we
will join up the dots internally. We will
do so efficiently and avoid unnecessary
duplication and cost. We’ll work that
out ourselves through CRM systems
and internal connectivity, so that when a
client picks up the phone from Jersey or
Guernsey, that information we need to be
able to do what we need to do quickly and
efficiently is there and ready to go.
That’s really important to us. It’s really
important that we are in all these places
geographically – but equally important that
we can service everyone in the same way.

of all managers who do not market into
more than three European countries, then
Jersey offers a cheaper, faster and more
efficient alternative.
“In today’s environment, businesses and
investors are operating across borders and
need specialist centres like Jersey to help
them operate on a global scale.”

▼

What was it that tempted you into
financial services?
I really didn’t have a clear idea of what I
wanted to do or of what sort of career I
would eventually want. As a result of that,
I actually decided I wanted to do a further
academic course.
So I took a masters in literature, which
was a segue into a doctorate in modern
history and, as a result of all that, I
embarked on a career in academia.
However, at the age of 27 or 28 I
decided I liked the teaching more than
the research. I had seen a number of my
friends move into financial services and
embark on interesting careers, which
sparked my interest. So I applied to a
few banks, including RBS.
One of the MDs of RBS came up to
Edinburgh to interview me, I got the job –
and joined the investment bank in the year
2000 to work in structured finance.

wanted to make a difference in rebuilding
the bank and to understand banking more
holistically. I joined the coverage team
there, initially to help out with some of the
challenges thrown up by 2008 – such as
our real-estate exposure and how to get a
grip on that.
But then quite quickly I moved on to
the forward-looking side of the corporate
coverage business, which involved working
with large corporates.
The interesting thing in working with
large corporates is that you get to see every
angle of how a bank operates – every
service we deliver and everything we do. I
found that really insightful and I did that
for a number of years.
Then, around five or six years ago, I
made the choice between player-manager
deal-doer and scale leader, when I went to
run the financial institutions professional
services business, which also had the
healthcare and education sectors within it.
That gave me the opportunity to
shape national sector strategies for those
businesses, along with responsibility for
the P&L and the balance sheet of the large
corporate sector.
That was great because it meant
working in interesting sectors, a national
remit, the chance to shape strategy and
leadership insight.
It was the chance to shape things and
see how they grow, while at the same time
setting the tone and the culture, which are
both vitally important to me.
Then in 2018, [RBSI Chief Executive]
Andrew McLaughlin contacted me to say
that he was going to revamp RBSI after
four or five years of huge change, and
that he was looking for someone to help
drive growth, and to invest, digitise and
transform the business.
So I was attracted to that role because
it was the chance to really shape and
influence the strategy of what we are doing.

THERE ARE JUST over 150 miles between
London and the Channel Islands, but as
the British government continues to
wrangle with the EU over what life could
look like post-Brexit – and struggles to
get a handle on the global pandemic – the
Channel Islands and London feel, on some
levels, much further apart.
The islands’ flexible funds regime and
their pragmatic regulation – as well as
their independence from both the UK
and the EU – already hold a strong
appeal for investors.
“Part of Jersey’s success is being able
to develop and adapt to changes in the
industry,” explains James Mulholland, a
Partner in Carey Olsen’s Investment Funds
team in Jersey. “A key feature is its flexible
funds regime.”
Mulholland points to the Jersey
Private Fund, which has proved popular
with managers looking to develop their
products and investment strategy. Jersey’s
accessibility has, he says, created a thriving
investment community.
“A key attraction for many fund
managers is our position outside the EU,”
Mulholland continues. “It means that
managers of Jersey funds are not subject to
all the onerous and expensive provisions of
the Alternative Investment Fund Managers
Directive, but have the ability to market
within the EU on a selective basis.”
And, rather than competing with
European funds, the Channel Islands
have developed an offering that often
complements them.
“If a manager wants to market on a
pan-European basis or to the retail
market, they will need to go to an onshore
European jurisdiction,” says Elliot
Refson, Head of Funds at Jersey Finance.
“However, if they are one of the 97%

▼

Stuart Foster, Managing Director, Institutional Banking
and Depository Services, at RBS International, says growing
investment between the two jurisdictions means the
relationship between London and the Channel Islands is
more important than ever – and that a strong bond will
be even more crucial as Brexit looms large

Tell us a about your background and
early life.
My dad was in the Army, moving around
a bit, and I was born in Edinburgh. After
he served various tours, he settled in
Catterick and, as a result, I went to
secondary school in North Yorkshire and
went to college in Darlington. I worked
hard at A-levels to get the required grades
to get me into St Andrews – and ended up
doing pretty well there. I think that’s where
I really matured as an individual, as a
student and as a worker – coming out
with a first-class degree.

MEANING OF WEALTH
The concept of wealth itself is a curious
one, not least because it can mean different
things to different people. “For some,

Interview

wealth equates purely to financial assets,”
says Matthew Fleming, Head of Family
Governance and Succession at Stonehage
Fleming. “But for many multigenerational
families – and this is something we’re
all much more cognisant of given the
recent crisis – wealth is much more than
just monetary capital. It is impetus and
intentions, legacy, even leadership style.
“It encompasses the way family
members behave externally within their
community, the networks they keep, the
responsibilities they accept and even the
way people communicate.
“All this combined,” Fleming continues,
“provides a framework to achieve a
successful intergenerational strategy.
“And that successful intergenerational
strategy can be anything you want. It
doesn’t have to be the transfer of financial
capital. It can instead be focused on the
transfer of a set of values or purpose.”
Russell Clark, Guernsey Managing
Partner and Head of Trusts and Private
Wealth at Carey Olsen, shares a similar
outlook. “I firmly believe in looking
beyond the governance of wealth in
isolation and that instead, people should
consider how best to build a framework for
the future of the family as a whole.
“The management of family wealth
will be a key part of this, of course, but I
encourage a much more holistic approach.”
Fleming explains that in his experience,
the most successful strategies come from
families who recognise this shift – away
from an emphasis on pure financial capital
towards the widest possible sense of wealth
– early in their journey.
“Every lineage is of course subtly
different, but that for me is the common
denominator,” he says. “And this has been
discussed more, in my experience, over the
past 20 years or so.
“There is also a generational influence
on the amount it is discussed. Leadership
is one of the great threats to families, so
having the right leadership at the right
time is integral.
“A good example of this is if you have a
set of values that you all live by. These will
give younger people, the next generation,
the confidence to open up and to know
they’re going to be taken seriously.”
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Special editions

Family wealth

▼

Magazine

BUSINESSLIFE

Family wealth
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Publications and distribution
BL Magazine
• Green funds
• UK real estate
• Gender equality
• The Hong Kong dilemma
• Business travel

BUSINESSLIFE

BUSINESSLIFE

The Funds Edition 2019
• Start-up funds
• Private equity
• Climate change
benchmarks
• Alternatives
• Private capital
• Specialist
funds

CITY EDITION 2020

GLOBAL BUSINESS: A VIEW FROM THE CHANNEL ISLANDS
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BUSINESSLIFE

BUSINESSLIFE

FEBRUARY/MARCH 2020

• the year ahead
• offshore structures
• family offices
• china • japanisation

BUSINESSLIFE

OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2020

• Monterey insights • Capital markets
• Blockchain and digital progress
• green, esg and impact investing
• fund structures • co-investment

BUSINESSLIFE

BUSINESSLIFE

BUSINESSLIFE

BL

NOVEMBER 2019 -JANUARY 2020

BL Magazine – Special Editions

digital
directors
Staying ahead of

How tech and
collaboration are
bringing the City and
the Channel Islands
closer together

technology’s risks
and opportunities

THE FUNDS EDITION
How the Channel Islands funds sector
is staying ahead of the next waves

Themed Editions

CITY EDITION 2020

The funds sector shapes
up for a more ethical
era of investing

ISSUE 66 FEBRUARY/MARCH 2020

ISSUE 70 OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2020

ISSUE 65 NOVEMBER 2019 -JANUARY 2020

Time to
change

BUSINESSLIFE

Vital
connection

The Asia
Edition

Special issues

■ Feb/Mar/Apr

Wealth

■ May/Jun/Jul

Future of Financial Services

■ July

City

■ Aug/Sep/Oct

Funds

■ October

Middle East

■ Nov/Dec/Jan

Digital

■ December

Asia

Six times a year, Businesslife distributes 10,000 copies, including:

Three times a year, Businesslife distributes 10,000 copies, including

■ 7,000 copies at airports, Waitrose stores and business receptions across

■ 2,000 copies at airports and business receptions

■ 3,000 copies at London airports and select business locations in the City

■ 8,000 copies at airports and business receptions across each region.

■ For the full City distribution list, please contact

■ For the full regional distribution list, please contact

Jersey and Guernsey

Carl Methven – carl.methven@blglobal.co.uk

WWW.bLGLOBAL.co.uk

across Jersey and Guernsey

Carl Methven – carl.methven@blglobal.co.uk
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Advertising: print options
Our advertising options mean that you can promote your business
in the way that best suits your marketing goals. Choose from:
Standard advert: Available in a
range of sizes and positions, simply
provide us with print-ready artwork

Advertorial: Designed to look like
a Businesslife feature, advertorials
allow you to talk specifically about
your products or services

Advertising feature

Digital Transformation
Covid-19 has become the single most important driver for financial
markets over the past few months, and lockdown measures have
been fundamental in accelerating a global digital transformation.
UBS Jersey Client Advisor Philip Legrand discusses how UBS is
reacting to these potentially lasting changes
COVID-19 HAS DEALT a serious blow to

MORE THAN AN
ACCOUNTING
MACHINE
Our people are wonderfully complex.
They harness experience, insight
and intelligence to uncover
the full story behind the analytics.
bdo.gg

the global economy, with the simultaneous
curtailment of supply and demand. A
dramatic monetary and fiscal response by
the G10 has placed a backstop against a
worst-case economic contraction. As BL
went to press, public health measures were
starting to take effect. The
Covid-19 case curve is
flattening throughout the
developed world,
bolstering market and
credit market
sentiment.
Throughout this
crisis, we have seen
many opportunities
for companies driving
digital transformation.
New technologies have
been quickly adopted by
companies and the general
public, showing their flexibility and
helping to support the general resilience of
the developed world during this lockdown.

• Telemedicine and genomic medicine
applications: delivering essential
public health tools during the
pandemic.
We have been particularly interested in
how enterprise cloud computing companies
have helped other companies stay in
business while the world was going
into lockdown – and how they
will most likely continue
supporting them once
they emerge.
The World Economic
Forum recently
published an article1
about the likely
winners in a postpandemic economy. It
highlights several cases
where businesses that
have used cloud computing
have managed to adapt their
offerings in an agile and scalable way
to keep serving their customers during the
pandemic.

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION HEROES WILL
BENEFIT FROM THE CRISIS

UBS DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
DYNAMIC FUND

We have seen many digital transformation
heroes emerging from the crisis stronger
than ever. Some notable examples include:
• Enterprise cloud computing
companies: making it possible to
work from home on a large scale and
providing video capabilities to enable
people to conduct meetings remotely
• Dominant e-commerce platforms:
providing a lifeline for the distribution
of goods, when conventional retailers
faced disruption
• Digital streaming platforms: offering
much needed virtual entertainment for
the world

At UBS, we were already anticipating that
digital transformation would be a key
trend over the coming decade. Our Year
Ahead 2020 report2 predicted a decade of
transformation, and the current pandemic
is likely to accelerate this transformation
rather than change it.
The creation of our UBS Digital
Transformation Dynamic fund was already
in progress and the timely roll-out of this
fund will potentially help our customers
seize the long-term opportunities available.
The UBS Digital Transformation
Dynamic fund has invested in several
companies offering computing services

1
www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/04/postpandemic-economy-favour-fastest-movers/
2
www.ubs.com/global/en/wealthmanagement/chief-investment-office/
market-insights/2019/year-ahead.html

FIND OUT MORE

If you would like to obtain more information
about the UBS Digital Transformation
Dynamic fund, please contact Philip Legrand:
Philip Legrand, Client Advisor UBS AG, Jersey
Branch
1, IFC
St Helier, Jersey
JE2 3BX
01534 701180
philip.legrand@ubs.com

UBS AG, Jersey Branch is authorised and regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission for the conduct of banking, funds and investment business.
UBS AG, Jersey Branch is a branch of UBS AG (a public company limited by shares, incorporated in Switzerland whose registered offices are at
Aeschenvorstadt 1, CH-4051, Basel and Bahnhofstrasse 45, CH-8001 Zurich) with its principal place of business at 1 IFC, St Helier, Jersey JE2 3BX.
Terms and conditions are available upon request. © UBS 2020. All rights reserved. www.ubs.com/jersey
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Advertising feature

Advertising feature

A new chapter
for BDO Guernsey

to online businesses, some of which
additionally benefit from their own
e-commerce ecosystems.
The Covid-19 crisis and the lockdowns
put in place have created an immediate
need for mobility and flexibility. This has
resulted in significant increases in the use
of workplace collaboration tools across
various countries.
Digital transformation was a top
corporate priority before the crisis and
is likely to emerge as an even stronger
priority now. n

The value of an investment and the income derived from it can fall as well as rise (as a result of market and currency fluctuations) and you may not get back
the original amount invested. Past performance is not a reliable indication of future results. Projections or forecasts are not a reliable indication of future
performance and may not materialise.

www.blglobal.co.uk

Alternatively, you can write
about broader issues and
contextualise your products
and services accordingly

june/july 2020 15

BDO is encouraging its member firms around the world to
#Rethink and harness key lessons that emerged from operating
during a pandemic. As Guernsey exited lockdown in June, BDO
Guernsey’s board put the important lessons it had learnt into action
to progress its corporate culture. Chapter one is the development of
its flexible working policy. Managing Director Richard Searle shares
how BDO Guernsey is approaching the #Rethink

A LOT CAN happen over 120 years. Since
GN Read, Son & Cocke was established in
1900, the world and Guernsey have seen
seismic social, economic, political and
technological changes. BDO has a rich
history here; we’ve always looked forward
and planned how to continue to grow and
thrive. Planning and forecasting is essential,
but recent events have reinforced that the
unexpected is, paradoxically, the only thing
to be expected.
Covid-19 certainly falls into the
‘unexpected’ category. Globally, the
pandemic continues to transform how we
work and live. In Guernsey, homeworking,
the grounding of travel and restricted
movements prompted us to move quickly
to ensure our people were able to adjust
into remote working patterns as individuals
and teams, and to ensure we looked after
our clients and their priorities too.
Straight away we appreciated the need
to take care of our people as people, and
to offer as much flexibility and control as
possible while the boundary between work
and home life blurred.
Our people policies were quickly
refreshed to relieve as much tension as
possible. For example, if employees cared
for other people in their households or
needed to flex their working days and
hours for other reasons, we put in place
ways for this to happen.
Crucially, we were also operationally
fit, which meant people could transition
easily into homeworking. The expertise
and support of our technology, corporate

28 August/September 2020

communications, human resources and
financial operations teams allowed our
people to work seamlessly and stay
connected, and ensured that we could
maintain our culture.
The experience offers a chance to do
something different – to affect a significant
culture change and write the next chapter
in BDO’s long local history.

COLLABORATION LEADS TO CHANGE
One reason we’ve been so successful in
Guernsey for so long is our collective
sense of identity. The culture we have
carefully fostered was proven by our teams

we appreciated the
need to take care of
our people as people,
and to offer as much
flexibility and control
as possible

embracing new ways of working together,
devising creative approaches to challenges
and adapting quickly and readily to totally
unprecedented circumstances.
Inevitably, there were challenges during
lockdown, but there were positive aspects
too, and we wanted to keep hold of these
plus-points while reinforcing our cultural
identity and ensuring that our people
continue to be proud to work for BDO.
We regularly asked our people about
their experiences of working remotely so
that we had a firm finger on the pulse of
the business and could improve things.
The feedback indicated that there was an
appetite for a new style of working and
that this could be good for BDO.
Our leadership team agreed the key
elements of our flexible working policy
based on our core purpose and business
values. Through the policy, which we
launched in July, our people can explore
the opportunity to work when and from
where they are most productive, while
upholding team collaboration and excellent
service to our clients.

A CULTURE SHIFT
Our policy is a radical one; it is a culture
shift that reinforces BDO in Guernsey as a
modern organisation that’s in step with the
expectations of our current employees and
the future workforce.
We’ve abolished the traditional typical
working day and opened up a 7am-to7pm day instead. We have also introduced
‘regular’ and ‘occasional’ options for

www.blglobal.co.uk

homeworking as part of the updated
policy. All of these options are geared
towards offering a working solution that
suits a wide range of roles. They take
into consideration various preferences in
relation to how our people work at their
best, ultimately leading to wider options in
terms of work/life balance.
Clients’ needs remain paramount;
meeting and exceeding these is a key
component of our professional culture. So
the policy hinges on collaborating with our
clients in the way they prefer to work with
us. Calls, meetings in person and video
conferencing are all available.
Part of writing our new chapter is
planning to write the next one. As part
of BDO’s global commitment to carbon
neutrality by 2025, we have already begun
a new travel programme locally, which
is exploring how our people travel to,

www.blglobal.co.uk

from and for work. During lockdown, we
all enjoyed less road noise and pollution
caused by travel and traffic volumes,
which had benefits for our community and
environment. As an employer of more than
80 people on island, we want to explore
how we can all play our part.
Clearly, working practices require
movement – collaborating as a team and
with clients and contacts still has a place
but we do recognise that we can re-evaluate
how, when and why we travel for work.
We want BDO to have a positive and
broader impact and this was a valuable
opportunity to put the foundations in place
to achieve that.

A CHANGE FOR THE LONG TERM
A lot has changed over 120 years, but one
constant theme during my 30 years with
BDO has been the importance of culture.

The essence of our purpose is to help
people and businesses succeed, and our
values remain the same.
Trust in our people is a foundation
at BDO. Empowering our people and
encouraging personal responsibility are
part of what we value and are crucial to
how we approach change.
This next chapter is the latest evolution
of BDO’s culture in Guernsey and ensures
we will be a strong presence that has a
meaningful impact on our island in both
the short and the long term. n

FIND OUT MORE

For more information, contact Richard Searle
email: Richard.Searle@bdo.gg
tel: +44 1481 746067
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Advertising: magazine

Type area:
382w x 252h

Trim size:
406w x 276h
+3mm bleed

Double page spread:
£2,415

Type area:
382w x 126h

DPS strap:
£995

Trim size:
203w x 276h
+3mm bleed

Full page:
£1,655

Trim size:
406w x 138h
+3mm bleed

DPS Half Page:
£1,430

Type area:
382w x 63h

Type area:
179w
x
252h

Type area:
179w x 126h

Type
area:
87w
252h

Half page:
£985

Trim size:
406w x 75h
+3mm bleed

Horizontal
banner Type
area:
179w x 63h

Banner:
£875

Vertical
banner
Type
area:
60w
252h

Half-page and quarter-page
advertisements should sit within
the grid. There is no availability for
bleeds on half-page, quarter-page
and banner layouts.
Artwork
Artwork is accepted in the following
formats:
• High-resolution PDF file
• Photoshop EPS with all fonts
converted to paths and images
embedded
All artwork must be supplied as CMYK
with all fonts and images embedded.
Delivery:
Via email (maximum file size 6Mb)
to artwork@blglobal.co.uk
or via FTP (details can be provided).

Requested positions
Inside front cover:
Inside back cover:
Prime position:
Back cover: 		

£2,095
£1,995
£1,995
£2,415

Please note:

All measurements are in millimetres.
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Advertising: the directory
The BL Directory is the essential reference tool for people looking for
companies in the Channel Islands. With both a print version in the magazine
and an extensive, searchable directory online, you can target potential new
clients both closer to home and further afield.

Costs:
Costs
Magazine (includes free online entry)
Twelve-month booking (six inclusions):
Package cost: £1,200
Cost per issue: £200

Online Directory only: £150 for 12 months

Online
Print

Directory

www.blglobal.co.uk

To advertise in the directory in print or online contact Carl Methven on
+ 44 (0)1534 615886 or carl.methven@blglobal.co.uk

Great learning boosts performance
It’s a simple fact of business that people
who know how to use their IT systems
properly are more productive and happier at
work.
At ALX Training, it is our mission to ensure
that every person we work with can use their
essential applications properly, saving time,
smoothing processes and creating a more
productive workplace.

Appleby is one of the world’s largest
providers of offshore legal advice and
services. Uniquely positioned in the key
offshore jurisdictions of Bermuda, BVI, the
Cayman Islands, Guernsey, Isle of Man,
Jersey, Mauritius and the Seychelles, as well
as the international financial centres of
London, Hong Kong and Shanghai. We are
also the only firm to have offices in all three
British Crown Dependencies.
Our services include:

Our trainers are renowned for their product
knowledge, and their friendly and energetic
attitudes to training help them get the best
from every person they teach.

l Corporate
l Dispute Resolution
l Private Client & Trusts
l Property

Learning starts at induction
We are well-known for our range of Microsoft
Office courses which includes Office 365,
Excel, Outlook, PowerPoint, Word, Project,
SharePoint and Visio but our clients know
we can do much more.

Members of the Jersey and Guernsey offices
regularly advise London City and
international law firms on all legal aspects of
offshore corporate, finance and investment
fund transactions and arrangements in the
Channel Islands.

Not only do we train on well-known
accounting packages such a Xero and
QuickBooks but we create courses on
bespoke in-house systems. We design
unique courses specifically for your
organisation, so that your staff learn
precisely the information they need to work
efficiently and effectively.

For more information visit our website
www.applebyglobal.com/our-expertise

We know there’s no better place for your
new colleagues to start learning than during
their induction programme, so we develop
bespoke induction courses that give your
new starters all the information they need to
hit the ground running. We can even deliver
content online, so training can be ongoing
and continuous.

Michael Cushing
Managing Partner, Jersey
+44 (0)1534 818 395
mcushing@applebyglobal.com
Wendy Benjamin
Managing Partner, Guernsey
+44 (0)1481 755 603
wbenjamin@applebyglobal.com

Ashburton Investments is a new generation
investment manager building on a solid
foundation to provide global investors with
multi asset, specialist emerging market and
equity products. As part of the FirstRand
Group, one of South Africa’s largest financial
services institutions, Ashburton has a strong
footprint in Africa and understands volatile
emerging markets. Ashburton believes that
taking a broad-brush view of emerging
markets is no longer effective and it is
important to make country by country
judgements enabling its specialism in Africa
and India.
For more than 30 years multi asset has been
the cornerstone of the business, with the
product set evolving over time to suit ever
changing market conditions and
understanding clients’ needs to effectively
manage risk and access more sources of
return.
Globally, Ashburton Investments has over
£8.8bn under management as at June 2017
with offices in the Channel Islands, United
Kingdom, South Africa, and the United Arab
Emirates.
For more information please do not
hesitate to get in touch:
Laythamm Malorey
E: laythamm.malorey@ashburton.com
T: +44 (0)1534 512010
Tim Townsend
E: timothy.townsend@ashburton.com
T: +44 (0)1534 512106
www.ashburtoninvestments.com

Contact us to discover great learning
opportunities:
T: 01534 873785
E : alex@alxtraining.com
www.alxtraining.com

Independent and Professional

Carey Olsen is a leading offshore law firm
advising on British Virgin Islands, Cayman
Islands, Guernsey and Jersey law across a
global network of eight international offices.

We offer a full range of management and
fiduciary services to our domestic and
international private clients:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Family office - bespoke assurance
Wealth management - your strategy
Trustee - impartiality with vision
Corporate services - attention to detail
Good governance - a helpful eye
Strategic guidance- controlled ideas

We aim to assist in the provision of personal
service to meet your requirements. Ask us.
Being vigilant and proactive in the face of a
fast changing legal, economic and fiscal
landscape. We can provide the focus to your
solution. Try us.
Our team has many years of experience
dealing with a wide range of clients in
different countries. We look to provide good
corporate governance to achieve your aim.
Contact us:
www.baccata.co.je
Tel: 00 44 1534 870670
or
Nicholas Falla
nfalla@baccata.co.je
Mrs Ann Williams
awilliams@baccata.co.je
Mrs Áine O’Reilly
aoreilly@baccata.co.je
Licensed by the Jersey Financial Services
Commission in the conduct of trust
ompany business

We are a full service firm working across
banking and finance, corporate and M&A,
investment funds and private equity, trusts
and private wealth, dispute resolution,
insolvency and property law.
Our clients include global financial
institutions, investment funds, private equity
houses, multi-national corporations, public
organisations, sovereign wealth funds, high
net worth individuals, family offices, directors,
trustees and private clients. We work alongside
all of the major onshore law firms,
accountancy firms and insolvency
practitioners on corporate transactions and
matters involving our jurisdictions.
Our advice is delivered by an approachable
and experienced team of commerciallyminded lawyers, led by 48 partners, who help
our clients achieve their objectives. We have
the expertise and resources to handle the
most complex international transactions
combined with a personal approach to
business.
Contact:
guernsey@careyolsen.com
T +44 (0)1481 727272
jerseyco@careyolsen.com
T +44 (0)1534 888900
www.careyolsen.com

Deloitte LLP
Deloitte LLP offers professional services to the
UK and European market. The company has
the broadest and deepest range of skills of any
business advisory organisation and employs
over 14,400 exceptional people in 28 offices in
the UK and Switzerland.
We provide professional services and advice to
many leading businesses, government
departments and public sector bodies and
publish many influential studies and thought
leadership pieces.
Deloitte LLP employs 160 professionals across
the Jersey, Guernsey and the Isle of Man
offices. It is the UK member firm of Deloitte
Touche Tohmatsu Limited, a UK private
company limited by guarantee, and its global
network of 150 member firms, each of which is
a legally separate and independent entity.
Deloitte provides audit, tax, consulting, and
financial advisory services to public and
private clients spanning multiple industries.
Deloitte brings world-class capabilities and
high-quality service to clients, delivering the
insights they need to address their most
complex business challenges.
For further information please do not
hesitate to contact:
John Clacy, Partner, Guernsey
Email:jclacy@deloitte.co.uk
Phone +44 (0) 1481 724011
Greg Branch, Partner, Jersey
Email: gbranch@deloitte.co.uk
Phone: +44(0)1534 824325
www.deloitte.com
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Advertising: digital
The blglobal website acts as an archive for every issue of the magazine published so far.
What’s more, it’s the most up-to-date news source for business on the Channel Islands.
We also send out a daily business news email to an opted-in audience of over 1,600 subscribers.

Online
Size (in pixels)
728w x 90h

Leader banner
£450 per month

Size
(in pixels)
160w x
600h

Vertical side banner
£375 per month

Daily email

Size (in pixels)
728w x 90h

Footer banner
£265 per month

Size (in pixels)
160w x 260h

Artwork
For both the website and
the email, file size should
ideally be 30kb, but not
more than 80kb, with
animated GIFs preferred

Small vertical banner
£265 per month

Please note:

Both online banner sizes are set
to revolve with a maximum of
four clients at any one time

Size (in pixels)
610w x 250h

Large banner
(two boxes together, when available)
£750 per month

WWW.bLGLOBAL.co.uk

For our most up-to-date website
‘hit’ numbers, email distribution
figures and advertising availability
information, contact Carl Methven at
carl.methven@blglobal.co.uk – the
numbers are increasing all the time
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Publishing schedule 2021: magazine
ISSUE

THEME

AD SALES DEADLINE

AD ARTWORK DEADLINE

PUBLISHING DATE

How to book

72 - FEBRUARY/MARCH/APRIL

WEALTH

4 FEBRUARY

11 FEBRUARY

19 FEBRUARY

73 - MAY/JUNE/JULY

FUTURE OF FINANCIAL SERVICES

4 MAY

10 MAY

18 MAY

For further information about advertising
in Businesslife, please contact:

74 - AUGUST/SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER

FUNDS

23 JULY

30 JULY

9 AUGUST

75 - NOVEMBER/DECEMBER/JANUARY

DIGITAL

18 OCTOBER

25 OCTOBER

9 NOVEMBER

CITY ISSUE

11 JUNE

18 JUNE

28 JUNE

MIDDLE EAST ISSUE

10 SEPTEMBER

17 SEPTEMBER

27 SEPTEMBER

ASIA ISSUE

26 NOVEMBER

3 DECEMBER

13 DECEMBER

Carl Methven
+44 (0)1534 615886
+44 (0)7797 796377
carl.methven@blglobal.co.uk

Conditions of acceptance
All advertisements accepted for publication by
Chameleon Group Limited in any of its print or
online publications can only be accepted on the
following conditions:
n

The publisher does not accept liability for
any loss, or damage caused by:
a) an error, inaccuracy or omission in the
printing of an advertisement.
b) any failure to publish on the date or
dates specified by the advertiser.
c) the publication of any advertisement
on any date (or dates) other than the date
(or dates) specified by the advertiser, whether
the actual date of publication be earlier or
later than the date (or dates) specified,
and/or in a specific issue.

WWW.bLGLOBAL.co.uk

n

n

n

 ll advertisements are subject to the contents
A
being approved by the management. The
management reserves the right to refuse any
advertisement, even though accepted and
pre-paid, or to make any alterations deemed
necessary.
 roofs of advertisements will be submitted
P
on request. Once the proof has been agreed
and signed by the advertiser (or their agent
or representative) no further alterations can
be entertained, except by agreement with the
publisher at the advertiser’s expense.
 otice of cancellation of advertisements
N
must be received at least 20 working days
prior to publication. Non-compliance with

made against the publisher or may be incurred or
become payable by the publisher in respect of
or arising out of each advertisement.

the above cancellation time will incur the full
cost of the space booked.
n

n

I t is the responsibility of the advertiser to
check the correctness of each insertion of an
advertisement. No responsibility can be assumed
for the repetition of an error in the advertisement
ordered for more than one insertion unless
notification is received by the publisher
immediately an error occurs.
 ll advertisements are accepted and published
A
on the understanding that the advertiser is
authorised to publish the contents of the
advertisement. The advertiser will indemnify the
publisher against all actions, claims, demands,
costs and expenses which might be taken out or

n

 hile every care is taken, the publisher is not
W
responsible for damage of artwork or photographs
or any other advertising material.

n

 rices published by the Chameleon Group Limited
P
are subject to revision at any time and orders are
accepted on the condition that the price binds
Chameleon Group Limited only in respect of the
period specified in the applicable rate card. Prices
are exclusive of GST. Credit accounts must be
settled within 14 days of the invoice date. Interest
will be charged monthly on overdue accounts at
the rate of 2.5% above base rate.
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